Gazebo Package Assembly Instructions
Please read and understand the complete instructions prior to assembly and use
of your gazebo. Customer agrees to hold Dundalk Enterprises Inc. and any of its
authorized dealers free of liability for improper installation, maintenance and
repair of this product.

Tools Required;
•
•
•
•
•

Cordless Drill
9/16 Socket or Wrench
Hammer
Tin Snips
2 or 3 people

Step 1. Install the triangle floor sections on your solid level spot where the gazebo will be located. Each
section is numbered. Start with #1 and position beside each other in order as pictured below. You will
notice there are 2 rows of floor boards currently not installed; this is for easy access to bolt the 8
sections together later on.

Step 2. After you have the 8 floor sections matching up perfectly with each other, you need to bolt them
together at the inside circle only. After you have the 8 bolts at the inner circle tight, you can then install
the floor boards for this ring as well.

Step 3. It is very important to have your floor perfectly level and solid before moving on with the
assembly. If it is on a concrete pad this should be taken care of. If it is on patio stones you may need to
do some shimming at the posts to get it level. Once your floor is level and solid you also want to fil in
the hole in the center. Use 3” stainless screws provided.

Step 4. Now you are ready to install the 4 pre-built gazebo walls. Insert them into the outside circle
where marked. If you are assembling a log gazebo you do not want to bolt these just yet, as you need
the movement to insert the remaining railing pieces. If this is not a log gazebo you can bolt these
together now.

Step 5. After you have all railing sections installed and the posts bolted at the bottom, you need to
complete the outer ring of floor boards as well. You should have four wide pieces as well to complete
the rafter base frame. Install these using long screws and screwing down from the top.

Step 6. With your top plate installed and secure, you will now install the fascia boards and rafters. The
fascia has a mark on the back side. This mark is at the top of the plate on the inside of gazebo. The
double rafters are installed exactly over the posts and plate joints. Secure using 2 long screws, at the
bottom only for now.

Step 7. In this example we are installing a gazebo with a double roof (2 tier roof with cupola). If your
gazebo has a double roof you now install the bottom frame for the double roof at the top and screw the
frame into the rafter. Use 2 long screws for each rafter. If you do not have a double roof your rafters
will come together with a small block at the very top.

Step 8. With the rafters properly secured at the top and bottom, you will now be ready to install the
eight pre-shingled roof sections. Carefully lift each section onto the rafters, and secure with three long
screws on either side. We supply the galvanized eave starter (drip stop) which you need to cut to the
proper length and install at the bottom. Lift the shingles and secure with short nails or screws.

Step 9. The next step is to install the angled braces around the bottom in the gazebo. After that, you
are ready to lift the cupola onto the gazebo roof. In the photo we show a ladder secured at the scaffold
to do this. Be sure to have 2 or 3 people handy when doing this. Slide it into place and screw from
underneath into the frame with long screws provided.

Step 10. The final step is installed the ridges on the roof. Asphalt shingle ridges are supplied, cut to fit,
and ready for you to secure. You need make sure the stay in a straight line for a perfect look when
completed.

Congratulations, you have successfully assembled your Gazebo Package!

Dundalk LeisureCraft Inc wants to Thank-You for your purchase and we hope our product
exceeds your expectations. For Quality Control, Promotional Use and Product Development any
photos before during and after installation you want to share with us are appreciated. If you
choose to do so please email to info@DundalkLeisureCraft.com.
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